Introduction
Symmetry is a visual phenomenon prevalent in nature and manufactured artefacts, and has long been thought to play a fundamental role in perceptual grouping [2] . There are several types of symmetry: reflective, translational, radial and rotational. In this paper we consider rotational symmetry. A figure exhibits rotational symmetry of order n if it is invariant about rotations of 2π n k for k < n ∈ Z. We show how rotational symmetric figures can be robustly and efficiently detected under affine distortion, in the presence of occlusions and in complex backgrounds. Further, we are able to group the features associated with each instance of rotational symmetry, and for rotational orders n > 2 we can extract the skew angles describing the affine distortion and segment the rotationally symmetric region.
There has been substantial research on the automatic detection of rotational symmetry in images, the reader is referred to Lucchese [6] for reports on over a dozen methods. However, the majority of methods to date have only been demonstrated on cleanly segmented artificial shapes or images with dominant global symmetries, and only a handful have considered the effect of affine distortion.
Some recent methods have presented results on natural image data. Lucchese [6] presented a method for classifying cyclic and dihedral symmetries using a Fourier-based approach that ran close to real-time and offered some robustness to noise. Results were presented on images of twodimensional patterns with very strong global symmetries. Keller and Shkolnisky [1] detected cyclic and dihedral symmetries of an object using the distinctive patterns that these symmetries generated in the object's Fourier transform. Results were presented on natural images exhibiting strong global symmetry. Prasad and Davis [9] detected rotational symmetries in natural images with complex backgrounds. However, this method required approximately one minute to process a simple image, and could not handle affine distortion.
Affine distortion introduces a number of additional challenges when detecting rotational symmetry, and several researchers have considered this problem on images of geometric shapes. Yip [11] put forward a Hough transformbased algorithm capable of detecting and analysing rotational symmetry under affine projection. This method was able to determine the centre of rotation, projection angles, order of rotation, and estimate location of missing image points lost due to noise or occlusion. Results showed good performance on cleanly segmented artificial images. Lie and Wong [3] proposed a method for detecting the symmetry and recovering the pose of a reflectional and rotationally symmetric planar object from a single affine view. This method was limited to planar objects that were both reflectional and rotationally symmetric, and was only demonstrated on cleanly segmented images. Shen et al. [10] used an affine invariant representation to detect both reflective and rotational skewed symmetries in cleanly segmented contours. However, the method was only suitable for presegmented objects and required a strict ordering of feature points around the object contour.
Recently [5] a new method was proposed for grouping rotationally symmetric constellations of features and detecting rotational symmetry in the image plane. Pairs of symmetrically matching features were computed and each pair hypothesised a centre of rotational symmetry. The pairs were grouped into symmetric constellations of features about common symmetry foci, identifying the dominant symmetries present in the image plane.
Here we take the concept of matching features proposed by [5] and extend this to address the more general problem of detecting planar rotational symmetries under affine skew. We also solve for the projection angles describing the angular pose of the symmetric object, determine the order of rotational symmetry, and segment the symmetric region. The new method is demonstrated successfully identifying rotationally symmetric figures in real images in the presence of partial occlusions and background clutter.
Detecting Rotational Symmetry Under Parallel Projection
As in [5] , this method relies on pairwise matching of local invariant features. First, invariant features are detected in the image. Any feature detector and descriptor can be used, as long as feature orientations are obtained. Each feature is then matched to all other features in the image, and the best matches are kept. In our experiments, two or four matches were kept for each feature. On objects with high orders of rotational symmetry, each feature can potentially be correctly matched to several other features. However, more matches per feature require more computation, and the noise due to false matches will also increase.
When an approximately planar rotationally symmetric object is viewed so that the rotational symmetry lies in the image plane, the centre of rotation can be computed from the locations and relative orientations of any two matching symmetric features on the object. Fig. 1 (a) shows two such features, p i and p j , and the centre of rotation, c ij . From the figure, it can be seen that:
where φ i and φ j are the orientations of the vectors p i and p j . To calculate c ij we also need r, which can be determined from the following equation:
obtained by Pythagoras' theorem. When the rotational symmetry does not lie in the image plane, the centre of rotation depends on the tilt and orientation of the 3D plane in which the features lie. Fig. 1 (b) shows an example of two features and a number of possible centres of rotation. The circles correspond to different amounts of tilt, the other connections correspond to different orientations of the 3D plane. Since we assume parallel projection the orientations θ and θ + 180
• have the same effect.
Note that for affine invariant features, the feature descriptor and orientation is in general computed after an elliptical feature region has been warped to a circular region [8] . To obtain the apparent orientation of the feature in the image, the effect of the warping has to be reversed.
To be able to detect rotational symmetries irrespective of tilt, we sample the space of orientations and tilts uniformly between 0
• and 60 • tilt and 0 • and 180
• orientation, and calculate the centres of rotations for all these cases. An interval of 3.6
• was used in both orientation and tilt, giving 50 × 17 = 850 centres of rotation for each feature pair. All centres of rotation are then accumulated in a single 2D Hough space. Maxima in the Hough space are potential centres of rotation.
All centres of rotation in the neighbourhood of a maximum in the Hough space are collected. Each centre of rotation has a tilt and orientation associated with it, and to obtain the tilt and orientation of the detected symmetry, the collected centres of rotation vote in a 2D histogram, with orientation along one axis, and tilt along the other. The orientation and tilt corresponding to the maximum in the histogram is chosen.
If the angle of rotation between two features is 180
• , the centre of rotation lies exactly between the two features irrespective of the tilt. Thus if the order of rotational symmetry is two, i.e. if all feature pairs have an 180
• angle of rotation, the orientation and tilt cannot be estimated.
When the orientation and tilt of the rotationally symmetric surface is known, the feature locations are warped to undo the affine skew. We can then estimate the order of rotational symmetry in exactly the same way as in [5] . A histogram of the angles of rotation between the matched features is computed. If the order of rotation is n, the histogram should have peaks at the angles A = {
360
• k n : k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, and there should be no peaks at the angles B = {
• (2k−1) 2n
: k = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
Figure 2. Detected centres of rotation (crosses), and segmented regions (ellipses).
To segment out the symmetric region, we assume that it extends a certain radius from the centre of rotation. By making a histogram of the distances from the centre of rotation to the warped feature locations, the density of rotationally symmetric features is obtained as a function of the radius. The function is thresholded, and by warping a circle with the obtained radius, using the known orientation and tilt, we get the ellipse that limits the symmetric region in the image.
Performance
The method was implemented in Matlab, with feature points detected and descriptors computed using code made available by the authors of these methods [4, 7, 8] . In our experiments we have used the SIFT, Harris-affine, and Hessian-affine feature detectors. The SIFT descriptor was used in all experiments. The method was tested on several natural images of rotationally symmetric figures in cluttered scenes. Some results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows the centres of rotation and the segmentation of the symmetric regions. The order of rotational symmetry is correctly estimated as 12 for the the clock in the left image, and 3 for the recycling sign in the image on the right. In Fig. 3 the symmetric feature pairs are shown connected by arcs. The estimated order of rotational symmetry is correctly determined as 2 for the playing cards, and 16 for both wheels of the car in the middle image. In the image on the right, the corresponding numbers are 5 and 16 for the wheels of the car in the foreground, and 10 and 20 for the wheels of the car in the background. The correct numbers are 5 and 10 respectively. In all examples around 800 to 1,000 features were detected in the image, and each feature was matched to either four or two other features.
In Fig. 2 a false detection can be seen. False symmetries can be detected if objects close to each other look locally similar. This can often happen for text. In Fig. 3 there are two wheels on a car that are not detected. The reason for this is low resolution, leading to few features and feature matches. In the same figure, the orientation and tilt of the playing cards cannot be estimated because the order of rotational symmetry is two.
In the rightmost image in Fig. 3 , the orders of rotation are incorrectly estimated for two of the four detected wheels. Incorrect matches have made the order of rotational symmetry appear higher than it is. Some incorrect matches are due to specularities on the wheel rims. On the car in the foreground, the wheel has five pairs of metal bars, in a rotationally symmetric constellation and sometimes the first metal bar in one pair was incorrectly matched to the second bar in another pair.
The algorithm is limited to rotationally symmetric planar objects. Furthermore, the algorithm relies on features that require texture, which limits the method to objects with rotationally symmetric texture. The features' robustness to affine distortions limits the viewing angles under which we can detect rotational symmetry. The SIFT detector is only somewhat robust to viewpoint changes, so for detecting rotational symmetries under steep viewing angles, it is better to use an affine invariant detector such as the Harris-affine or Hessian-affine detector. These detectors however have the drawback that fewer features are detected.
To investigate the algorithm's robustness to tilts of the rotationally symmetric surface, an experiment with a mousepad with a symmetric Sun-logo has been carried out. Images of the mouse-pad were captured at every 10
• while it was rotated from 0
• to 80
• tilt around the vertical axis. Rotational symmetry was searched for in all images using both the Harris-affine and the SIFT detector. The results for the tests with the Harris-affine detector are summarised in table 1, and two images are shown in Fig. 4 . The images show 50
• and 70
• tilt. The Harris-affine detector was used in the first image, and the SIFT detector in the second.
With the Harris-affine detector, the correct centre of rotation was found for all tilts between 0
• and 60
• . Close to correct orientations and tilts were found for all tilts between 0
• and 50
• . For 0 • tilt, the orientation is irrelevant, and small amounts of tilt have very little effect on the shape of the rotationally symmetric figure. The order of rotation was correctly determined for tilts up to 40
• . For greater tilts, the feature matches with angle of rotation equal to 180
• were so dominant that the estimation of the order of rotation gave 2 instead of 4. Note however that there were enough feature matches with order of rotation equal to 90
• to correctly estimate the tilt and orientation when the tilt was 50
• . When the SIFT detector was used similar results were obtained, only the correct centre of rotation was found also for 70
• tilt, but the tilt and orientation could only be correctly determined for tilts up to 40
• . The reason for the differences is that the SIFT detector is less robust to viewpoint changes, but on the other hand more features are detected, and features rotated by 180
• look the same under affine distortion.
Using Lowe's precompiled SIFT code for feature detection, our unoptimised Matlab implementation requires around 10 seconds on a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 to process an image with 1,000 feature points. Using two matches per feature, the feature detection takes around 0.3 seconds, the matching 5-6 seconds, and the rest of the algorithm approximately 4 seconds. If four matches per feature are used instead of two, the 4 seconds are increased to approximately 7 while the other timings remain unchanged.
The results presented show the method's ability to robustly detect rotational symmetry in cluttered scenes and in the presence of partial occlusion (Fig. 3) . A possible future improvement of the method would be to include a verification and refinement step. This step would help prevent false detections due to local similarities on different objects. It would also make the estimation of tilt, orientation, and order of rotational symmetry more robust.
Conclusions
We have presented a new method for detecting planar rotational symmetry in cluttered scenes under affine projection. The method is robust to partial occlusion, and is able to detect multiple instances of rotational symmetry from one single image. The order of rotation can be estimated, and if it is greater than 2, the orientation and tilt of the 3D surface can be estimated. Furthermore, the rotationally symmetric region can be segmented out. The method uses local invariant features and works with any detector and descriptor as long as a feature orientation is obtained. Several successful results on natural images were presented.
